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Team Members:

S.No Name Role
1 Alec Brinker App Developer
2 Elizabeth Van Elsen App Developer
3 Jade Wang App Developer
4 Jesse Hassell App Developer
5 Jordan Gunning App Developer
6 Lucille Kreuer App Developer
7 Thomas Carey App Developer
8 Pranav Rudraraju UX Consultant
9 Rohith Challapalli UX Consultant

Description of Undergrad Design:

Undergrads are designing the above application with the following functionality-

1. A login/sign up page for the user to login or create a new account.

2. Home page visible upon login: From the home page, the user can edit
their profile, start a new trip, and view previous trips.

3. Trip start page: The user can enter their origin, destination and start
recording their trip.

4. Trip Viewer: The user can view their current location, their origin and
destination during their trip.

5. Upload Page: Upon completion of trip, the user can upload the trip details.

6. Trip History: The user can view all of their previous trips.

7. Admin Page: Only the moderators can access this page and view the trips
between specific range of dates.

UI Domain and Description:

The domain of this application is ‘Web application for location tracking’.
This web based app can be used by primary users like students/Traffic Engineers
to record their trips. First, they login to the app by going to the login/sign up
page. After signing in, the regular users ca record their trips and upload them
upon completion. While the admin can view the trips between a range of dates.
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Heuristic Usability Principles:

(Based on Neilson’s Heuristics)

• Visibility of system status:
The application keeps the users updated on what’s going on. Using
sound/visuals, the application let’s the user know that their trip is be-
ing recorded.

• Match between system and the real world:
The application UI is very simple, intuitive and abstracts the details of
how it’s doing things from the end user.

• User control and freedom:
When using the app, the users have the option to go back to the home
page from all the pages other than the Trip Viewer. If the user uninten-
tionally started a trip, they can end this trip(from Trip Viewer) and delete
this trip from Trip history.

• Consistency and standards:
The application, uses common design patterns and terminology. So new
users should be able to use the app as intended without any difficulty.

• Error prevention:
Errors such as unintentionally starting a trip/ending a trip can be pre-
vented by having a popup that let’s the users confirm their choice.

• Recognition rather than recall:
All the actions that can be taken across most pages remain consistent. So
the UI of the app is consistent and the user would know how to get to one
page of the app from any other page. There are some exceptions to this
but for the most part the user wouldn’t face any difficulties navigating the
app.

• Flexibility and efficiency of use:
As the major use of this application is going to be via mobiles, we can
include support for native android/ios gestures. Consider this use case:
The user wants to end the trip they can either use the end trip button or
native go back gesture. This should create a prompt to confirm whether
the user really wants to end their trip.
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• Aesthetic and minimalist design:
The UI only displays information that’s relevant to the page the user is on
and doesn’t display irrelevant information which might reduce visibility of
the important elements.

• Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors:
When there are any errors such as GPS being turned off, the error mes-
sages are accurate and simple. These messages convey what the user
should do to prevent this error.

• Help and documentation:
We can add a how to use button in the settings of application. Clicking
this button could redirect the user to a tutorial (video/documentation)
which goes through the basic use cases of the application.

Usability Problems of Current Design:

1. There is no sign up button on the login page. This violates the Consistency
and Standards principle.

2. There is no home button on the start trip page, which can be used by
novices to get back the home page. This violates the User Control and
Freedom principle.

3. There is no option for the user to cancel a trip if they started recording
the trip unintentionally. Having a cancel button which prompts the user
to confirm if they really want to cancel their trip. If canceled, the trip
shouldn’t be stored locally. This violates the User Control and Freedom
principle.

4. There is no option for the user to pause a trip(say for a short break). The
only option available for the user is to end the trip. This violates the User
Control and Freedom principle.

5. The homepage lacks any option to access settings. Settings can provide
useful controls to users such as the rate at which the device makes a
sound/beeps to let the user know it’s recording. This violates the User
Control and Freedom principle.

6. There are no popups/prompts which prevent the user from performing an
unintentional action. This violates the Error prevention principle.

7. There is no documentation that’s readily available for the users to refer.
This violates the Help and documentation principle.
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Critical Usability Concerns:

1. Lack of sign up button in the login page.

2. Lack of cancel button in the trip recording page.

3. Lack of popups/prompts to prevent user from starting/deleting trips un-
intentionally.

Critical Usability Concern Scenario:

1. Lack of sign up button in the login page:
Jack is a new user of the app, he opens the app and he’s in the login
page. But as he’s a new user he doesn’t have an account. So he can’t get
beyond the login page and access the main functionality of the application.

2. Lack of cancel button in the trip recording page:
Emily is a novice, just trying out the app to get a feel for it. She starts a
trip to see how it functions, now the only option she has is to end the trip
and it leads her to trip summary. Not having a cancel button prevents
her from directly deleting this trip.

3. Lack of popups/prompts to prevent user from ending/deleting trips unin-
tentionally:
Casey is using the app and currently recording a trip. She touches her
phone and unintentionally clicks the end trip button. As there’s no prompt,
the trip ends immediately and there is no recourse for her to resume her
trip.
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